Murine trefoil factor 3 does not directly modulate LPS-mediated dendritic cell function.
Peptides of the trefoil factor family (TFF) are expressed along the gastro-intestinal tract. They protect mucous epithelia from damage and contribute to mucosal repair, which is essential for preventing inflammation. Moreover, it has been suggested that TFF2 and TFF3, in particular, play a role in regulating immune responses. Depending on their activation status, dendritic cells (DC) can initiate either tolerance or immunity. This study, by comparing LPS-induced maturation of mTFF3-treated DC and non-treated DC, investigated whether murine TFF3 directly regulated DC function. mTFF3-treated DC and non-treated DC did not differ phenotypically or functionally. Both populations expressed, both before and after LPS-stimulation, similar levels of co-stimulatory molecules and cytokines, and were both efficient stimulators of T-cells. Our results suggest that mTFF3 does not govern immune responses on the level of DC function.